A modeling framework for total column humidity and water vapor isotopic composition applied to moistening of the subtropical free troposphere
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Introduction

- In the marine subtropics, vertical mixing of moisture between the marine boundary layer (MBL) and the free troposphere (FT) is fundamental for setting of the vertical humidity profile. This in turn is important for controlling both low-clouds in the MBL and water vapor concentrations in the upper troposphere. However, this moistening is difficult to constrain.
- Total column water vapor and δD measurements available from ground-based remote sensing, such as Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) Spectrometers, represent quasi-direct measurements with minimal a priori assumptions.
- Questions: Can the total column water vapor molecule v. δD space be characterized by mixing a dry, depleted, subsiding source and a moist, enriched boundary layer source via an exponential decay of moisture? Can this help constrain moistening of the subtropical troposphere from the MBL?
- Here a forward model is tested against NDACC FTIR observations from the Mauna Loa Observatory (MLO), Hawaii using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov Goodness of Fit Test (K-S test), compared to humidity profiles from ESRL radiosonde frost-point data from Hilo.

Model Framework

Conclusions

- A simple forward mixing model is able to characterize variability in total column water vapor molecule - δD space.
- Fitting subtropical observations with realistic parameters requires both a relatively moist subsiding air mass (~0.1 g kg⁻¹), and a relatively depleted boundary layer moistening source (~140 – 200 δD per mil).
- This, in conjunction with the most moist, depleted observed total columns, suggests that an additional mid-tropospheric partially depleted moisture source term may be necessary representing lateral advection.
- The isotopically-based framework is able to estimate the percent boundary layer moisture in the tropospheric columns.
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